
Super beams

Ken Sakashita (KEK), Neutrino2010, June/15/2010

 1. Motivation of super beam long baseline ν experiment
      “super beam” = conventional ν beam (ν from decay of π,K) 
                                                 with ~MW class proton accelerator

 2. Current&Future experiments w/ super-beams
 3. Summary
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Physics Motivation@Super beam LBL exp.

Current long-baseline(LBL) ν osc. exp. 
with ~0.7MW beam power
(T2K & NOvA)

 discover νμ → νe appearance         a finite θ13

 CPV in lepton sector
 Mass hierarchy

 precise measurement → (e.g.) Is θ23 maximal ?

 Dirac or Majorana
 Absolute Mass scale

θ13

normal inverted

νμ→νe in future LBL exp. with 
multi MW super beam and giant detector

44
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Feature of ν super beam

•Conventional ν beam w/ ~MW proton beam

•high intense & pure νμ from π/K decays

• small νe contamination (~1%)
 from μ and K decays

•ν energy : wide with on-axis (WBB)  or 
                narrow with off-axis method (NBB)

•ν / ν can be switched by flipping horn polarity e.g. T2K beam
  * OA2.5° NBB (Epeak=600MeV)
  * 0.4% beam-νe @ peak Eν

Powerful νμ sources for CPV search

νμ
on-axishigh intense

proton beam

Muon monitor

p target

Horn 
(Focusing)

!
μ

Decay volume beam dump
(absorber)

!
Target Station

OA

μ

Ep = 30GeV



CPV in νμ → νe oscillation

•How to explore CPV in experiment 

•  νe energy spectrum (1st, 2nd osc. maximum and minimum)

- WBB, long baseline, good energy resolution, only ν run is necessary 

•  difference between ν and ν beam (e.g. νμ→νe         νμ→νe)

- also NBB
- ν and ν run → similar statistics necessary
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CPV

CPC

solar

matter effect



current & future ν beams and LBL experiments

current plan under discussion

J-PARC/KEK

~0.05MW 0.75 MW 1.7MW

J-PARC/KEK T2K (θ13)T2K (θ13) JPARC-to-somewhere (CPV, hierarchy, θ13)J-PARC/KEK

22.5kton W.C. (SK)22.5kton W.C. (SK) 540kton W.C. or 100kton LArTPC

FNAL

~0.3MW 0.7 MW ~2MW (Project-X)

FNAL
NuMI/MINOS 
(νμ disapp.)

NOvA
(θ13, hierarchy) FNAL-to-DUSEL  (CPV, hierarchy, θ13)FNAL

14kton Liquid Scint. ~300kton W.C. and/or ~50kton LArTPC

CERN

~0.3MW 0.4MW 2MW(HP-PS2) ~ 4MW(HP-SPL)

CERN
CNGS/OPERA 

(ντ app.) 130~2300km site (CPV, hierarchy, θ13)CERN
~500kton W.C. or ~100kton LArTPC 

or ~50kton LiquidScint.

Need both high power ν beam and giant ν detector for future CPV experiments



JPARC current & future



Linac

25Hz,330m

H- 181MeV

3GeV Synchrotron (RCS)

25Hz, 350m,

0.6 ~ 1MW

30GeV MR

0.3Hz, 1.6km,

0.75MW

Neutrino Facility

Neutrino to Super-

Kamiokande

Material/Life 

Science Facility

Hadron Experimental 

Facility

500m

J-PARC
(Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex)

Joint Project between KEK and JAEA

Slow Extraction 
Experimental Facility



Linac

25Hz,330m

H- 181MeV

3GeV Synchrotron (RCS)

25Hz, 350m,

0.6 ~ 1MW

30GeV MR

0.3Hz, 1.6km,

0.75MW

Neutrino Facility

Neutrino to Super-

Kamiokande

Material/Life 

Science Facility

Hadron Experimental 

Facility

500m

J-PARC
(Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex)

Joint Project between KEK and JAEA

Slow Extraction 
Experimental Facility

MR & Neutrino beam facility operation :
   - ~0.05 MW continuous operation 
        → next step is beyond 0.1MW toward 0.75MW after this summer shut down
   - beam loss control is in progress toward high power operation



Increase rep. rate and/or increase # of protons
toward high power (~1.66MW)

MR Power Improvement Scenario

27
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6sec (2.7%)

3.52sec
(4.5%) 3.2sec

(5.0%)

1.0sec (16%)

2.23sec (7.2%)

RCS POWER FOR MR

2.47
(6.5%)

Multi MW

AN EXPECTED BEAM POWER CURVES for FXAN EXPECTED BEAM POWER CURVES for FX
Rapid cycling PSRapid cycling PS (>1Hz) RF technology, power supply (>1Hz) RF technology, power supply 

MR POWER AT 30GeV

0.72MW

JFY ( ): Beam transfer fraction
from RSC to MR

nownow

LinacLinac energy upgradeenergy upgrade

1.66 MW



30GeV 
MR

Super-Conducting MagnetsMuon Monitor

!+

Horn1 Installation!
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Horn
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DecayVolume

Beam Dump
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Target

TargetStation

J-PARC Neutrino beam facility

3 Horns w/ 320kA

Graphite, Φ26 x 
900 mm long

110m length

Si array 
+ IC array

Helium cooling

step by step toward high power beam (radiation, cooling, beam-loss control etc..)

2MW is tolerable for J-PARC ν beam-line without any major upgrade



Future CPV exp. with J-PARC super beam (1)
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only ν run :
 5year x 1.66MW

detector R&D is 
in progress

CPV 3σ discovery 
almost all δ
for sin22θ13 > 0.02 

A. Rubbia “Towards a Giant LAr experiment”, EuroNU, June 2010

Conventional superbeams LBL exp.
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Okinoshima

Fig. 2: J-PARC to Okinoshima Long Baseline Neutrino Experiment (figure adapted from http://www2.yukawa.
kyoto-u.ac.jp/~okamura/).

In order to cover a wider energy range, detector location which is near on-axis is favored. If one

assumes that the second oscillation maximum has to be located at an energy larger than about 400 MeV,

the baseline should be longer than about 600 km. In addition, in order to collect enough statistics given

the beam, baseline should not be too much longer than above stated. Taking into account all of the above

mentioned considerations, the Okinoshima region turns out to be ideal.

4.1 Neutrino flux, expected event rates and energy spectrum of νe charged current events
Detector is taken to have a mass of 100 kton and the π0

background is expected to be highly suppressed

thanks to the fine sampling granularity of the readout, hence the dominant irreducible background is the

intrinsic νe component of the beam.

Analysis is based on the assumption of using a neutrino run only during five years (reasonable time

duration with 107
seconds running period/year), under the best J-PARC MR beam assumption. An anti-

neutrino beam (opposite horn polarity) might be considered in a second stage in order to cross-check the

results obtained with the neutrino run (in particular for CP and mass hierarchy parameter correlations).

According to the KEK Roadmap, the performance of the MR accelerator and the integrated expo-

sure are taken as follows:

– The average beam power is reaching 1.66 MW;

– The kinetic energy of the incident protons is 30 GeV;

– A total of 3.45 × 10
21

POT is delivered on target per year;

– A run lasting five years operation with horn setting to neutrino mode.

The parameters of the Okinoshima location are as follows:

– Distance from J-PARC is 658 km;

– The axis of the beam is off by 0.76
◦
;

The expected neutrino flux calculated under these assumptions is shown in Figure 3 where the

curves correspond to one year run (3.45×1021
POT). The black, red, green, blue lines show νµ, ν̄µ,

νe, ν̄e fluxes, respectively. The interacting neutrino cross section on Argon was computed using the

NUANCE programme [36]. We use the followings parameters for the cross section calculation:

6

Distance = 658 km
Off-axis angle = 0.76o  (2.5o@SK)

cons: beam fixed, 1.66MW
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J-PARC to Okinoshima

CERN to LAGUNA site

Distance = 130-2300 km
Off-axis angle = tbd

cons: requires multi-MW 
beamline from a CERN HP-SPL 
and/or a HP-PS(2) proton driver

Laboratorio Subterraneo
 de Canfranc, Spain

LSC

Umbria, Italy

SUNLAB
Polkowice-Sieroszowice, 

Poland

Institute of Underground
Science in Boulby mine, UK

IUS

Laboratoire Souterrain
de Modane, France

L=630 km

L=130 km

L=2300 km

L=950 km

L=730 km

L=1050 km

L=1570 km

10Tuesday, April 13, 2010

 arXiv:1003.1921 (2010)

arXiv:0804.2111 [hep-ph] (2008)

LAr TPC pros: exclusive final states, low momentum 
threshold, excellent E-resolution, high efficiency, high 

background rejection, etc...

6Thursday, June 3, 2010

energy spectrum measurement

WBB  with OA=0.76°
L=658km → ~500MeV@2nd max.
100kton LArTPC@Okinoshima
   * good energy resolution 
   * good e/π0 discrimination

Sensitivity for CPV in case of signal

12

– |∆m2
31| is 2.5×10−3 eV2.

– Earth density for matter effects are 2.8 g/cm3.
– normal hierarchy is assumed unless mentioned otherwise.

Figure 5 shows the energy spectra of electron neutrino (with perfect resolution) at the cases of
δCP equal 0◦, 90◦, 180◦, 270◦, respectively. Shaded region is common for all plots and it shows the
background from beam νe. As shown, the value of δ varies the energy spectrum, especially the first and
the second oscillation peaks (heights and positions), therefore comparison of the peaks determine the
value δ, while the value of sin2 2θ13 changes number of events predominantly.
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Fig. 5: Energy spectra at sin2 2θ13=0.03 case, but δCP = 0◦ (top-left), 90◦ (right-top), 180◦ (left-bottom), 270◦

(right-bottom) cases.

4.2 Oscillation parameters measurement from energy spectrum analyses

Assuming all others were measured very precisely, there are only two free parameters sin2 2θ13 and
δCP to be fitted using the energy spectra. As shown in Figure 1(rignt), the value of δCP varies the
energy spectrum, especially the first and the second oscillation peaks (heights and positions), therefore
comparison of the peaks determine the value δCP , while the value of sin2 2θ13 changes number of events
predominantly.

To fit the free parameters, a binned likelihood method is used. The Poisson bin-by-bin probabil-
ity of the observed data from the expected events (for an assumed pair of values (sin2 2θ13, δCP )) is
calculated. The fit procedure is validated by testing the result on a pseudo-experiment.

At this stage, we only take statistical uncertainty into account for the fitting, thus other systematic
uncertainties like far/near ratio, beam νe shape, energy scale, and so forth are not considered. Also,
oscillated signal and beam νe are only accounted in the fit, i.e. other background like neutral current π0

or beam ν̄e contamination is assumed to be negligible compared to beam νe contamination.
As a reference, we extract allowed regions in the perfect resolution case (See Figure 6). Twelve

allowed regions are overlaid for twelve true values, sin2 2θ13=0.1, 0.05, 0.02, and δCP =0◦, 90◦, 180◦,

8

sin22θ13=0.03 & varying CP-phase

δCP=0

δCP=180

δCP=90

δCP=270 ! Measure θ13 with 
δsin22θ13≈±0.01 and test 
CP at better than 90%CL

! CP discovery exceeds 
3σ for sin22θ13>0.02
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sin 2

C
P

13!

Fig. 6: Allowed regions in the perfect resolution case. Twelve allowed regions are overlaid for twelve true values,
sin2 2θ13=0.1, 0.05, 0.02, and δCP =0◦, 90◦, 180◦, 270◦, respectively.

270◦, respectively. The δCP sensitivity is 20∼30◦ depending on the true δCP value.

4.3 Mass hierarchy degeneracy
The influence of matter on neutrino oscillations was first considered by Wolfenstein [37]. As is well-
known (although never directly experimentally verified), oscillation probabilities get modified under
these conditions. Matter effects are sensitive to the neutrino mass ordering and different for neutrinos
and antineutrinos. As mentioned earlier, we consider in this paper the possibility of a neutrino-only
run. Hence, we briefly address in this section the question of normal hierarchy (NH) versus inverted
hierarchy (IH). Since we are focusing on the potential discovery of CP-violation in the leptonic sector, our
discussion is geared towards possible ambiguities that would arise if the mass hierarchy was unknown.

Indeed, Figure 7 illustrates the results of a fit of a pseudo-data with NH by both NH (black) and
IH (red) hypotheses, assuming only the neutrino run. The best fit likelihood value with one assumed
hierarchy is used to calculate the likelihood variation ∆L for both hierarchies. One could claim that
CP-violation is discovered if the experimental results of a given experiment exclude the δCP phase to
be either 0 or 180◦. Hence, the danger is that the lack of knowledge of the mass hierarchy (or rather
the “wrong” choice in hypothesis when selecting the hierarchy in the fit of the data), gives a result for
δCP consistent with either 0 or 180◦. On the other hand, if fits of a given experiment with both assumed
hierarchies provide neither 0 nor 180◦, one can declare “discovery” although the mass hierarchy could
not be determined. Alternatively, if it turned out in the actual experiment that one of results of the fit is
consistent with δCP = 0 or 180◦, one would still have the possibility to consider an anti-neutrino run in
order to solve this ambiguity.

Our results indicate that CP-violation would be unambiguously discovered under our assumption
for true values of δCP ’s in the region of 90◦ and 270◦. Alternatively, in case of true values of δCP ’s near
0◦ or 180◦ an antineutrino flux would help untangle the two solutions if the neutrino mass hierarchy was
unknown.

9

Allowed contours

12Saturday, January 16, 2010

sin22θ13=0.03 & varying  CP phase see T.Hasegawa’s talk

658km



Future CPV exp. with J-PARC super beam (2)

295km
2.5deg. Off-axis

E ~0.6GeV
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Fanny Dufour, Genève, June 2009

The Hyper-K project

15

In addition to νe appearance:
 Also good for: 

 - solar & atmospheric !
 - proton decay searches
 - supernova

  1 Mton detector split 

 into at least 

    2 sub-detectors.

! Total Volume   Fiducial V.
SK     50 kt!      23 kt
HK! 1000 kt       2x270 kt

NBB with OA=2.5°  → small high E tail
                                       (low π0 bkg.)

L=295km → 600-700MeV@1st max
     (config. is same as T2K except for detector)

540 kton Water cherenkov detector
  * good PID e/μ @ sub-GeV

det. optimization
is in progress

ν run x 2.2year + ν run x 7.8 year

difference between ν and ν

K.Kaneyuki
@NP08

see M.Shiozawa’s
 talkrad



LBNE

Massive Detector Location

19

•Prefer to put this huge detector someplace very deep (e.g. - Homestake Mine in South Dakota, 
Soudan Mine in Minnesota) to reduce cosmic background.

•Proposed Project X at Fermilab sends intense neutrino beam 1300km to this far-site location.

•LBNE group focused on possibility of massive detector at DUSEL:
!1st stage of LBNE plan does not include Project X (starts with 700kW beam, and a large far-site detector module)

!upgrade to this is Project X (2.3MW) + more modules

“The panel recommends proceeding now with an R&D program to design a multi-

megawatt proton source at Fermilab and a neutrino beamline to DUSEL and recommends 

carrying out R&D in the technology for a large detector at DUSEL.”

Recommendations from the Report of the P5 Panel 

to HEPAP, May 29, 2008:

How to build a Superbeam!
Jim Hylen / NUFACT09!

July 21, 2009!
Page 4!

FNAL upgrade 

Alternate Configuration (2 GeV C.W. S.C. linac + synchrotron to 8 GeV) 
    gives same structure 2 MW output for neutrino beam 

Costed Configuration can provide 2 MW between 60 to 120 GeV: 

Add 8 GeV front end to existing Recycler and Main Injector 

120GeV Fast extraction
1.6 x 1014 protons/1.4 sec
2.1MW

Future CPV exp. with super beam @U.S.

→CPV + mass hierarchy * new ν beam-line to DUSEL
* accelerator :
    MI upgrade 300kW → 700kW 
                                      (also NOvA)

    new accelerator(2MW)  Project-X
1300km

Project-X accelerator complex

810km

NOvA: new detector
@Ash river (14kton Liquid Scint.)

LBNE: new detector
@DUSEL,Homestake
 (~300kton W.C. 
      and/or ~50kton LArTPC)

see K.Heller’s and 
R.Svoboda’s talk

LBNE :  FNAL to DUSEL
 * L=1300km
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Seven potential sites
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>1500 m!

rock overburden!

Longitudinal section 
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Future CPV exp. with super beam @Europe

•new superbeam & detector

- under study for optimal config.

• very long baseline with superbeam 

The LAGUNA design study A. Rubbia

LAGUNA and superbeams

8

Table 2: Expected pot per year [1e19] for different machine scenarios. Etot ≡ Ep ×Npot corresponds to the total

amount of energy deposited on the target per year, which is a relevant quantity to estimate neutrino event rates.

PS+SPS SpS RF SPL+PS2+ SPL New Booster +

upgrade SPS new RF + PS2 HP-PS RCS 4 MW

Machine param. [33] [35] this paper [37]

Proton energy Ep 400 GeV 50 GeV 30 GeV

ppp(×10
13

) 4.8 7 10 12.5 25 10

Tc (s) 6 7.2 4.8 2.4 1.2 (8.33Hz)
−1

Beam power (MW) 0.5 0.6 1.3 0.4 1.6 4

Global efficiency 0.8 0.8 0.8 1.0 1.0 1.0

Beam sharing 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 1.0

Running (d/y) 200 200 200 200 200 200

Npot/yr (×1019
) 9.4 11.4 24.5 77 300 1437

Etot ≡ Ep ×Npot

(×10
22

GeV·pot/yr) 4 4.5 10 4 15 43

Etot increase

compared to CNGS ×2 ×2 ×4 ×2 ×5 ×16

– With the planned new LHC injection chain (see Section 5.2), one could envisage accelerating 10
14

protons per SPS cycle. With a new SPS RF system these protons would be accelerated to 400 GeV

every 4.8 s. This would yield a beam power of 1.3 MW and 24.5×10
19

pots/yr (factor 5 compared

to the “nominal CNGS").

Beam losses and equipment heating in the various accelerators and beam lines will have to be controlled

with careful machine tuning and improved controls.

These scenarios are very promising for the future in view of the increased proton fluxes able to

be accelerated in the SPS. However, the bottleneck is the intensity limitation of the CNGS infrastructure

which without action is essentially limited to 4.5 × 10
19

pot/yr [33]. To increase the beam power of

CNGS will require a radiation protection re-classification and/or partial reconstruction of its beam-line

infrastructure, raising questions of feasibility, timescale and costs. At this stage, the solution to upgrade

the CNGS intensity beyond a factor ×2 seems disfavored. Unfortunately it seems that potential upgrade

scenarios were neglected during the design of the CNGS facility.

5.2 Plans for the SLHC injection line – LP-SPL + PS2

During the period 2008-2011, a new 160 MeV H- linac (Linac4) will be built to replace the present

50 MeV proton linac (Linac2). This is the first phase of a plan to renew the LHC injector complex and

significantly improve its characteristics [34]. In a second phase, it was proposed to replace the present

26 GeV PS and its set of injectors (Linac2 + PSB) by a ∼ 4 GeV superconducting proton linac (SPL)

followed by a∼ 50 GeV synchrotron (PS2). The SPS itself will be upgraded for injection at 50 GeV and

for better performance with high brightness beams.

Beyond the advantages for the LHC luminosity, an order of magnitude higher proton flux at 50 and

4 GeV and a new range of possibilities will be available for other users. The current SPS-based CNGS

programme could significantly profit, as discussed in the previous section, but the maximum permissible

beam intensity onto the CNGS target is limited by the design of its infrastructure and related radiation

safety issues.

With the LP-SPL+PS2 parameters and the upgrade in the SPS intensity, we can conclude the

following:

– The LP-SPL+PS2 and a new SPS RF system could accelerate protons to 400 GeV with a cycle of

7

Requires a high energy and high intensity proton driver for baselines 
longer than CERN-Fréjus ! HP-PS(2)

AR, arXiv:1003.1921
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→ CPV + mass hierarchy

100kton LArTPC  x 1.6MW (HP-PS2)
ν run x 5year + ν run x 5year



Summary of future ν super beam experiments

motivation Beam 
Power [MW]

ν beam 
facility detector baseline 

[km]
ν energy
(peak Eν)

experimental 
method

JPARC-
Okinoshima

CPV, θ13
(hierarchy) 1.66 existing 100kton LArTPC 658 WBB

(1.2GeV) 1st, 2nd max

JPARC-
Kamioka CPV, θ13 1.66 existing 540kton W.C. 295 NBB

(0.7GeV)
ratio of 
ν and ν

FNAL-
DUSEL

CPV, θ13, 
hierarchy

0.7 need 
new one

~300kton WC. 
and/or

~50kton LArTPC
1300 WBB

(3GeV) 1st, 2nd maxFNAL-
DUSEL

CPV, θ13, 
hierarchy 2.1

need 
new one

~300kton WC. 
and/or

~50kton LArTPC
1300 WBB

(3GeV) 1st, 2nd max

CERN-
Frejus CPV, θ13

4
(HP-SPL)

need 
new one ~440kton W.C. 130

on-axis
low energy
(0.2GeV)

ratio of 
ν and ν

CERN-
Pyhasalmi

CPV, θ13, 
hierarchy

1.6
(HP-PS2)

need 
new one 100kton LArTPC 2300 WBB

(3GeV) 1st, 2nd max

already existing or upgrade existing acc/beam-line construct new one



Summary

•Future super beam LBL experiments aim for discovery of CPV in lepton 
sector and mass hierarchy

•upgrading or newly constructing ν super beam (~2MW) and 
new main ν detector

• J-PARC accelerator is planed to be upgraded to 1.66MW

•~2MW is tolerable for J-PARC ν beam-line without any major upgrade

•competitive CPV discovery potential down to sin22θ13 ~10-2 

•a lot of R&D processes are in progress 

• for increasing accelerator beam power and main ν detector

Future super beam ν oscillation experiments are 
promising to explore and discover CPV in lepton sector 

because we know how to build and cost of super beams
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T2K beam intensityStarted data taking for oscillation!
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70kW

50kW

!  !"#$%"&"'()(*+(,&*-*./0(123456768((9:;.<=;>?(
!  Continuous run @ ~50kW level 
!  Trial upto 70kW done 

(2010)

•~50kW continuous operation

•Trial up to 100kW done
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Rapid cycle

MR Power Improvement Scenario toward 
MW-class power frontier machine

Increase rep. rate (up to 2Hz) and/or increase # of protons

add more RF and 
improve magnet power-
supply 
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Figure 4: Discovery potential for Mass Hierarchy, for CNXX (NOvA Horns 50 GeV protons)
beam for different LAGUNA locations, 3 × 1021 pot/year and 5 years of neutrino run plus 5
years of anti neutrino run.
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Figure 1: Discovery potential for θ13, for CNXX (NOvA Horns 50 GeV protons) beam for
different LAGUNA locations, 3 × 1021 pot/year and 5 years of neutrino run.
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Figure 3: Discovery potential for CP-violation, for CNXX (NOvA Horns 50 GeV protons) beam
for different LAGUNA locations, 3 × 1021 pot/year and 5 years of neutrino run plus 5 years of
anti neutrino run.
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δCP sensitivity

100 kton LAr
5 yrs ! + 5 yrs !
3 x 1021 pots/yr @ 50 GeV

Mass hierarchy

(sensitivities computed with preliminary horn designs & GLOBES)

AR, arXiv:1003.1921
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100kton LArTPC  x 1.6MW (HP-PS2)
ν run x 5year + ν run x 5year

100kton LArTPC  x 1.6MW (HP-PS2)
ν run x 5year
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values δCP = 0 and δCP = π, leaving all other parameters free (including sin2 2θ13 !). The
opposite mass hierarchy is also fitted and the minimum of all cases is taken as final χ2. The
corresponding sensitivity to discover CP-violation in the true (sin2 2θ13, δCP ) plane is shown in
Figure 9. The top plot shows the sensitivity with 1.6 MW beam power for 1 and 5 years of neutrino
run; the bottom plot assumes 1 and 5 years of each neutrino and antineutrino runs.

– In order to determine the mass hierarchy to a given C.L., the opposite mass hierarchy must be
excluded. A point in parameter space with normal hierarchy is therefore chosen as true value and
the solution with the smallest χ2 value with inverted hierarchy has to be determined by global
minimization of the χ2 function leaving all oscillation parameters free within their priors. The
sensitivity to exclude inverted mass hierarchy in the true (sin2 2θ13, δCP ) plane is shown in Fig-
ure 10.
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Fig. 10: Mass hierarchy discrimination at 90%C.L. and 3σ for 5+5 years neutrino-antineutrino runs.

Five years neutrino operation would measure θ13 with δ(sin2 2θ13) ∼ ±0.01 and test CP-violation
at better than 90% C.L. if θ13 had been previously detected in T2K, or otherwise improve the limit on
θ13 by an order of magnitude (sin2(2θ13) � 10−3 at 90%C.L.). For a value of δCP in the region of
90o or 270o, the statistical significance would exceed 3σ for sin2(2θ13) � 0.02. If θ13 were found in
the neutrino run, adding 5 years of antineutrino run would allow to discover CP-violation at > 3σ if
sin2(2θ13) > 10−2.

6 Proton decay discovery potential
Grand Unification of the strong, weak and electromagnetic interactions into a single unified gauge group
is an extremely appealing idea [39, 40] which has been vigorously pursued theoretically and experi-
mentally for many years. The detection of proton or bound-neutron decays would represent its most
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Mass hierarchy sensitivity (J-PARC to Okinoshima)
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Fig. 7: Mass hierarchy investigation with neutrino run only. If fits with both hierarchy hypotheses provide neither
0 nor 180◦, one can declare discovery of CP violation in the leptonic sector. If any of the fits results in a δCP of 0
or 180◦, then an anti-neutrino run could be envisaged.

4.4 Expected sensitivity to sin2 2θ13

Although present study has focused on the possibility to measure the sin2 2θ13 and δCP oscillation pa-
rameters, it is instructive to estimate the sensitivity of the potential setup in the case of negative result
from T2K. The corresponding sensitivity to discover θ13 in the true (sin2 2θ13, δCP ) plane at 90% C.L.
and 3σ is shown in Figure 8.

In order to discover a non-vanishing sin2 2θ13, the hypothesis sin2 2θ13 ≡ 0 must be excluded
at the given C.L. As input, a true non-vanishing value of sin2 2θ13 is chosen in the simulation and a fit
with sin2 2θ13 = 0 is performed, yielding the “discovery” potential. This procedure is repeated for every
point in the (sin2 2θ13, δCP ) plane.

At the 3σ C.L. the sensitivity of the T2K experiment is 0.02 [5]. Continuing to collect data at SK
with an improved J-PARC neutrino beam for another 5 years would improve the T2K sensitivity by a
factor∼ 2. In comparison, our simulations indicate that a 20 kton LAr TPC is expected to perform better
than this although the masses are comparable, since the signal efficiency is higher than SK and the NC
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The Neutrino Beam Facility at Fermilab 
Start with a 700 kW beam, and then take profit of theStart with a 700 kW beam, and then take profit of the significantlysignificantlyStart with a 700 kW beam, and then take profit of the Start with a 700 kW beam, and then take profit of the significantly significantly 
increased beam power increased beam power (2.3 MW) available (2.3 MW) available with Project X  with Project X  

250 meters long~400 ft underground

~150 ft underground

LBNE Primary Beam ~ 1/6 of Main InjectorLBNE Primary Beam ~ 1/6 of Main Injector

Primary beam energy (protons from the Main  Injector) from 60 to 120 GeV

~250 ft underground

~150 ft underground
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New ν beam-line for LBNE @FNAL

Wide band beam (on-axis)


